We propose to use statistical shape and appearance modelling to classify the proximal femur in hip radiographs of children into Legg-Calvé-Perthes disease and healthy. Legg-Calvé-Perthes disease affects the femoral head with avascular necrosis, which causes large shape deformities during the growth-stage of the child. Further, the dead or dying bone of the femoral head is prominent visually in radiographic images, leading to a distinction between healthy bone and bone where necrosis is present. Currently, there is little to no research into analysing the shape and appearance of hips affected by Perthes disease from radiographic images. Our research demonstrates how the radiographic shape, texture and overall appearance of a proximal femur affected by Perthes disease differs and how this can be used for identifying cases with the disease. Moreover, we present a radiograph-based fully automatic Perthes classification system that achieves state-of-the-art results with an area under the receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curve of 98%.
Introduction
Legg-Calvé-Perthes disease (Perthes) is an idiopathic disease in children between the ages of 2 -14 years, with boys being affected 5 times more than girls [1] . The age-of-onset follows a lognormal distribution i.e. the disease has the tendency to affect younger rather than older children [2, 3] . erthes disease is usually analysed through radiographic images in the anterior-posterior (AP) or frog lateral views of the hip. It is not yet known what exactly causes Perthes disease, however, environmental, congenital and socio-economic issues have been associated with Perthes [4] . There is also currently no defined best practice on how to treat the disease, and the decision is usually determined by the treating surgeon. One way of helping to identify and treat Perthes in clinical practice is to use classification methods. Three main categories exist: classification of the stage of disease progression [5, 6] , classification of prognostic outcomes [7] [8] [9] and classification of the patient's long term outcome [10] .
There are only very few methods that utilise computer vision to analyse and study Perthes disease and, to the best of our knowledge, so far no computer vision based methods have been presented to classify between Perthes hips and healthy hips. A semi-automatic radiograph-based method was created for the quantitative analysis of the hips of children with Perthes [11] , where manual landmark points initialised the femoral head contour, and a gradient operator with linear interpolation was used for the final contour location. The bone loss in the affected hip was identified by comparing the area included in the affected contour with that in the contour of the contra-lateral unaffected hip using the brightness of pixels (from 0 to 255 grey levels).
Chan et al. [12] used statistical shape modelling to understand the morphological deformities in both Perthes disease and slipped capital femoral epiphysis (SCFE) using 3D CT scans. Their results showed that the analysis of femoral shape during growth and in various disease stages are contributing to the understanding of normal and abnormal hip shape deviations, the latter of which may affect the risk of developing hip osteoarthritis.
Currently, in clinical practice, any method to diagnose or classify stages of Perthes disease or to determine patient outcomes are done manually by the treating surgeon.
In this study, we investigate how the radiographic shape, texture and appearance of children's hips can be used to distinguish children's hips affected by Perthes disease from healthy children's hips. Our analysis is based on outlining the proximal femur with landmark points and applying statistical shape and appearance modelling [13, 14] . We test each of the three parameter sets (shape, texture, and appearance) individually to identify if any one of them outperforms the others as a classification feature. We use a Random Forest classifier (RF) [15] for this task, comparing our automatically obtained classification results to data manually categorised by clinicians (Perthes vs. healthy hips).
Further, we investigate the classification performance when the landmark point positions are obtained fully automatically via a Random Forest Regression-Voting (RFRV) [16, 17] system, rather than using manual landmark annotations (i.e. point positions). The latter are very time-consuming to obtain and prone to inconsistencies. Therefore, creating a fully automatic method to both annotate the hip and classify disease status would greatly reduce the amount of time clinicians need to spend analysing patient data, and facilitate the integration of such a system into the clinical workflow.
Finally, we analyse how classification results based on manual landmark annotations compare to classification results based on fully automatically obtained landmark annotations. Our results demonstrate that our fully automatic classification system is able to replicate the healthy vs Perthes classification by clinicians, with an area under the ROC curve (AUC) of 98%.
Background
Locating landmarks on medical images is an important first step in many musculoskeletal analysis tasks, particularly those requiring geometric measurements of the shape of structures (see Fig. 1 for a landmark annotation example). Many methods have been proposed for automating landmark localisation, with some of the most effective using Random Forest Regression-Voting (RFRV) [16, 17] which has been used for automatically locating landmarks along the proximal femur in radiographs of adult hips [16] .
Techniques for analysing human skeletal structures [18] and their associated diseases are well established in describing the differences between healthy and diseased bone. Waarsing et al. [19] constructed statistical shape and appearance models for the left and right proximal femurs for cases of osteoarthritis. Their results show that subtle shape and appearance changes can be identified with these models in cases where traditional clinical measures might miss them. Whitmarsh et al. [20] used statistical shape and appearance models to distinguish fractured bones from a non-fractured control group using Fisher Linear Discriminant Analysis. They concluded that the proposed model-based fracture risk estimation method may improve upon the current standard in clinical practice.
Thomson et al. [21] analysed the shape and texture of the tibia in radiographs of osteoarthritis-affected knees using Random Forests for classification. Their fully automatic system achieved an AUC of 0.849 when combining both radiographic shape and texture, up from 0.789 when using shape alone. Their results demonstrate the effectiveness of using both radiographic shape and texture for classification. Radiographic shape and appearance have also been used to estimate bone age [22] from radiographs of children's hands using a RFRV system. The method achieved mean absolute prediction errors of 0.57 years and 0.58 years for females and males, respectively.
Method

Data Collection and Annotation
The dataset consists of (a) 387 AP pelvic radiographs of children (aged between 2 -11 years) affected by Perthes and (b) 1393 radiographs of children not affected by Perthes (aged between 2 -11 years). 1109 of the healthy cases, and 70 of the diseased cases were manually annotated with 58 points as shown in Fig. 1 . There were no manual annotations for the remainder of the images. For the sake of convenience, the annotated dataset and unannotated dataset will henceforth be referred to by "Data-A" and "Data-U", respectively. See Tab. 1 for a breakdown of the total number of radiographs.
This dataset is very challenging due to the natural growth stage during childhood, meaning the femur has growth areas such as the femoral head and greater trochanter. In addition, Perthes disease can have a significant effect on radiographic shape and appearance. Fig. 2 shows some examples of the challenging nature of the dataset. Even clinicians consider the task of manually annotating these hips (to create a ground truth) difficult, which increases the complexity of developing a system that would do this automatically.
Shape and Appearance Modelling
A statistical shape model (SSM) consists of a linear model of the distribution of a set of landmarks across a set of images. In the following we provide a brief summary on how to generate an SSM, for more details see [13] . To generate an SSM, the training data is a set of n images I with annotations x l of a set of N landmark points l = 1, . . . , N on each image. In this study, we use both manually obtained landmark positions and automatically obtained landmark positions. To begin, each image is aligned to a standard reference frame using a similarity transformation T with parameters θ. An SSM can then be created by applying principal component analysis (PCA) to all n training shapes in the reference frame, generating a linear model of shape variation that describes the position of each point l by
wherex l is the mean position of the landmark point in the reference frame, P sl is a set of modes of shape variation relating to the landmark point, and b s are the shape model parameters.
Using dimensionality reduction, SSMs can be used to provide a compact quantitative description of the shape of the bone, which is very useful for classification tasks. However, SSMs only consider the distribution of the landmark point positions and hence only describe the radiographic shape of the bone. Perthes disease is known for avascular necrosis of the femoral head, which in radiographs shows as opposite pixel intensities compared to healthy bone. Statistical appearance models (SAMs), as used in the well-known Active Appearance Models [14] method, apply PCA-based linear modelling to both landmark point positions (i.e. shape) and pixel intensities (i.e. texture).
In the following we provide a brief summary on how to generate an SAM, for more details see [14] . To build a texture model, a patch comprising the set of landmark points is sampled from each training image. All patches are shape-normalised and texture-normalised to generate shape-free patches where global lightning variations have been removed. Each patch is then sampled into a texture vector g representing the texture of a particular training image in the reference frame. Given the set of n normalised texture vectors, PCA can be applied to generate a linear texture model
whereḡ is the mean texture, P g are the modes of texture variation, and b g are the texture model parameters. SAMs combine both shape and texture models to also capture correlations between shape and texture. Following the description above, the appearance of an image can be summarised using shape parameters b s and texture parameters b g . To generate an SAM, appearance vector b can be defined by
where W s is a diagonal matrix of weights to account for the difference in units between the shape and texture models (e.g. coordinates vs pixel intensities). Applying PCA to b yields an SAM given by
where P c is a set of modes of appearance variation, and c are the appearance model parameters. Applying SSMs and SAMs to radiographic images provides a meaningful way to capture the variation in radiographic shape and texture that may allow to distinguish between proximal femurs affected by Perthes disease and healthy proximal femurs. In this study, we explore the effectiveness of using (i) shape model parameters b s ; (ii) texture model parameters b g ; or (iii) appearance model parameters c for classifying diseased and healthy hips.
Automatic Landmark Annotation
In light of applying the proposed technology in clinical practice it would be necessary for the system to be fully automatic. That is, the proposed classification system would need to be able to automatically place the 58 landmark points. For this purpose, we trained a RFRV system as presented in [16, 17] . We used Data-A as training data for the system and performed five-fold cross-validation experiments (i.e. the data was randomly split into five even blocks and each block was used once for testing with the remaining blocks used for training). To be able to estimate the performance of a fully automatic classification system and compare this to a classification system based on manual ground truth, we combined the test results of all five folds to obtain a set of automatic annotations for Data-A. Note that because we used five-fold cross-validation experiments to generate the automatic annotations for Data-A, all automatic landmark point positions were obtained without training and testing on the same data. Comparing the manual and automatic landmark annotations for Data-A shows that the RFRV system achieved a point-to-curve-error of 4% of the femoral shaft width for 95% of all 1179 images and a median accuracy of less than 1.8% of the femoral shaft width.
Furthermore, the majority of our Perthes data (317 images) are unannotated. To allow us to utilise this data, Data-U, for evaluating the classification performance in this study, we randomly chose one of the five cross-validation RFRV systems trained on Data-A and used this to fully automatically annotate all images in Data-U.
Evaluation
To classify between Perthes and healthy hips, we obtained the shape, texture and appearance model parameter values based on annotated (manually and/or automatically) proximal femurs (healthy and Perthes) as shown in Fig. 1 . We used the shape, texture and appearance model parameter values as classification features. Throughout the classification evaluation, we performed 5-fold crossvalidation experiments (i.e. the data was randomly split into five even blocks and each block was used once for testing with the remaining blocks used for training) and we report the average classification performance over all five runs.
For all classification experiments, we used Random Forests (RF) [15] with 500 trees as the classifier. We applied bootstrapping, and the number of features to consider for each node split was set to √ n f eatures with n f eatures being the number of shape, texture or appearance model parameter values. When obtaining the shape, texture and appearance model parameter values, we constrained the number of modes of variation such that the texture model explained 85% and the shape/appearance models each explained 98% of the data variation. We report the results using receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curves that show the true positive rate (TPR) against the false positive rate (FPR), along with the area under the curve (AUC).
Data-A Perthes Classification
Data-A includes manual annotations for 70 Perthes and 1109 healthy images. The classification results based on the model parameters obtained from the manual annotations (see Fig. 3 ) show that texture does not perform as well as shape or appearance. The best classification results were obtained when using the shape or appearance model parameter values with an AUC of 0.93 (SD: ± 0.06) and 0.93 (SD: ± 0.03) respectively.
Balanced Data-A Perthes Classification
Data-A has an imbalance between classes (70 Perthes cases vs. 1109 healthy cases) which could be a disadvantage in the above experiments. To investigate the impact of this class imbalance on performance, we took a random subset of 100 healthy hips from Data-A such that the classes were much closer in number, and re-ran the classification experiments. Fig. 4 shows that this leads to improved classification results for all models, significantly boosting the texture model classification performance with an AUC of 0.96 (SD: ± 0.02). Fig. 3 . Cross-validation ROC curves for Perthes-healthy classification when using shape, texture or appearance parameters based on Data-A (70 Perthes and 1109 healthy). All results were obtained using manual ground truth landmark annotations.
Training the classifier on a proportionally large amount of normal, healthy hips can create a bias towards the radiographic shape and appearance of healthy hips. Due to the effects of disease, Perthes cases show a much wider variation in the radiographic shape, texture and appearance parameter values. It may, thus, be beneficial to keep the datasets as balanced as possible. The results in Fig. 4 demonstrate the potential performance improvements when using a balanced dataset.
Fully Automatic Shape and Appearance Analysis
Our fully automatic system uses RFRV to locate the landmark points without the need for any manual intervention. Fig. 5 shows the fully automatically obtained classification results for Data-U (284 healthy and 317 Perthes) where the model parameter values were obtained from the automatically located landmark points. The best performance was achieved when using the shape or appearance model parameters with an AUC of 0.98 (SD: ± 0.01). Overall, the classification results for Data-U (using automatic landmark annotations) are better than the results obtained for Data-A (using manual landmark annotations).
Similar to the manual annotation results, the shape and appearance parameters outperform the texture parameters in the fully automatic analysis. It is noteworthy that Data-U contains many more Perthes cases than Data-A. Therefore, this setting is a more challenging task due to the increased range of radiographic shape and appearance variations across Perthes cases. This is in Fig. 4 . Cross-validation ROC curves for Perthes-healthy classification when using shape, texture or appearance parameters based on a subset of Data-A with a more balanced number of healthy and Perthes data (70 Perthes and 100 healthy). All results were obtained using manual ground truth landmark annotations. particular the case because the RFRV system used to automatically locate the landmark points in Data-U was trained using Data-A which only includes 70 Perthes cases in total.
Manual Versus Automatic Classification
The automatic classification results for Data-U show an improvement in performance over the manual classification results for Data-A. However, this improvement in performance may originate from the difference in datasets. To directly compare the fully automatic classification performance to a classification system based on manual landmark annotations, we re-ran the classification experiments for Data-A using the automatically obtained Data-A landmark annotations (see Section 3.3) rather than the manual ground truth Data-A annotations. Fig. 6 gives the results of the comparison for each of the parameter sets. The results show that the fully automatic classification system performs better than the classification system based on manual landmark annotations. The best performance was obtained when using the appearance model parameters with AUCs of 0.96 (SD: ± 0.02) and 0.93 (SD: ± 0.03) for the automatic and manual systems, respectively. These results demonstrate that we are able to fully automatically annotate diseased and healthy hips, and accurately classify the data, even when the data is imbalanced. Fig. 5 . Cross-validation ROC curves for the fully automatically obtained classification results for Data-U when using shape, texture or appearance model parameters. All landmark point positions were obtained automatically using the developed RFRV system.
Discussion and Conclusions
We have evaluated a radiograph-based classification system to distinguish proximal femurs affected by Perthes disease from healthy ones by using shape, texture and appearance model parameters. We have investigated how each set of parameters performs using a Random Forest classifier to identify healthy and Perthes hips. Our experiments show that the combination of shape and texture (appearance) performs best, achieving an AUC of 98% when using a fully automatic classification system.
In all our experiments, except for the balanced dataset experiments, classification based on shape model parameters outperformed the classification based on texture model parameters. Although the radiographic texture of the proximal femur may be affected by the radiolucency effect (caused by the dying bone of the femoral head in the early-mid stages of Perthes [9] , changes in bone shape seem to be more discriminative. This highlights the impact of Perthes disease on the (radiographic) shape of the proximal femur. However, the discriminatory power of texture may improve when using a balanced dataset.
Our comparison of the performance of a fully automatic classification system to a classification system based on manual landmark annotations demonstrates that improved performance can be achieved when using automatically identified landmark positions. A possible explanation for this is that the automatic an- notations are placed more consistently, reducing random errors introduced by manual landmark annotations.
We have shown a viable system based on statistical shape and appearance models to automatically classify whether a hip is affected by Perthes disease or not. The proposed system would save clinicians' time, and produce accurate and robust results in clinical practice. In addition, such a system would be of benefit to support less experienced clinicians' or in a non-specialty clinical setting.
Further work will add more manually annotated diseased data during training for the comparison of the agreement between clinical diagnosis (Perthes vs. healthy hips) and the outputs of the automatic system. As Perthes is a rare disease, the availability of Perthes data compared to healthy data is low. Future work will focus on utilising a balanced dataset with as many Perthes cases as possible for developing (i.e. training) an automatic classification system, and then evaluating the system on an unseen imbalanced dataset to reflect the data availability in clinical practice. Moreover, the system could be extended to use radiographic shape and appearance in combination with clinical data to also classify (i) the stage of disease progression [5, 6] ; (ii) prognostic outcomes [7] [8] [9] ; and (iii) long term patients' outcomes [10] . Once we have collected more data, we will also be able to explore outcomes based on different age groups which is important because younger ages, for example, have a higher chance of the hip restoring to relative normality.
